Raven Door & Fire Seals

Fire Seals, Acoustic Drop Downs, Thesholds

Raven Products offer a range of tested and Certified door and window sealing systems to contain
energy, noise, fire and smoke. The range of products is expansive and offer solutions to most
building projects. Most products can be sourced and shipped quickly.
The products listed below are just a small sample of the range covering the most popular items.

											
Length
A concealed, automatic door bottom seal that is spring loaded to lift clear of
380mm
the floor when the door is opened. It is acoustically designed, featuring silicon
gaskets for medium temperature smoke and fire door applications. Operated
600mm
automatically by pressure against the door jamb on its adjustable strike. RP8Si
826mm
can also be fitted into the bottom rail of a metal door by the fabricator. Has a
level adjustment to achieve an optimum seal.
926mm

RP8si

Location: Fully morticed into a 15mm x 34mm groove into the bottom of single
and double butt hinged timber and metal doors.

1070mm
1220mm

Min/Max Gap: 3mm to 13mm.

RP70si

A heavy duty, fully morticed, automatic door bottom seal that is spring loaded
to lift clear of the floor when the door is opened. It is self levelling and reversible for left and right handed operation. Acoustically designed, featuring an
EPDM foam gasket for acoustic door applications. RP70 is operated automatically by pressure against the door jamb on its adjustable brass strike.
Location: Fully morticed into the bottom of single and double butt hinged doors
(minimum door thickness of 45mm). For double doors, plain meeting stiles are
required.

Length
450mm
610mm
920mm
1070mm
1220mm
1500mm

Min/Max Gap: 3mm to 13mm.

RP99si

A heavy duty, adjustable, automatic door bottom seal that is spring loaded to
lift clear of the floor when the door is opened. Acoustically designed, with a
silicon gasket for medium temperature smoke applications. Operated automatically by pressure on the door jamb or stop by its adjustable strike. Includes
aluminium cover for concealed fixing for face mounted installation.
Location: Face mounted, semi-morticed or fully morticed into single and double
solid core butt hinged doors. Can be fitted into the bottom rail of metal doors
by the fabricator. Minimum door thickness of 40mm for semi and fully morticed
installations. For double door fully morticed installations, plain meeting stiles
required.

Length
380mm
600mm
720mm
820mm
920mm
1070mm
1220mm

Min/Max Gap: 3mm to 19mm.

RP60si

An adjustable, automatic door bottom seal which is spring loaded to lift clear
of the floor when the door is opened. Operated automatically by pressure
against the door stop on its adjusting screw and incorporates concealed fixings.
The RP60 is self levelling and can be used in conjunction with Raven threshold
plates such as the RP13 and RP82.
Location: Face mounted on the bottom of single and double butt hinged doors.
Min/Max Gap: 3mm to 15mm.

Length
920mm

RP62 Heavy Duty Finger Guard

A safety strip which prevents fingers being jammed on the hinge side of a door. It is fixed to
the door and the jamb on the hinged side.
Ideal choice for heavy duty commercial applications, schools and hospitals.
Sizes: 2100mm.

Item

Length

RP62

2100mm

RP62LC

2100mm

Specify BLACK or
WHITE when ordering

RP120 Delta Seal

RP120 is a co-extruded PVC acoustic smoke seal that is discreetly located in the protected
corners of rebated timber or steel door and window frames. RP120 is now available in white
as well as black to blend in with frames and is suitable for both new and retrofit projects.
Can be used in conjunction with Raven door bottom seals and astragals and threshold plates.
Length
Kit 2x2.1 + 1 x 1m
Kit 3x2.1m
Specify BLACK or
WHITE when ordering

RP13 25mm Threshold Plate

A low profile threshold plate that is ideal for use in conjunction with Raven door bottom seals to prevent rain, draughts,
noise and smoke infiltration.

Length
1000mm
2000mm
3000mm

RP82 40mm Threshold Plate

A low profile threshold plate that is ideal for use in conjunction with Raven door bottom seals to prevent rain, draughts,
noise and smoke infiltration.

Length
1000mm
2000mm
3000mm

RP77 100mm Threshold Ramp Plate

A heavy duty threshold ramp with a ribbed design which can
be positioned back to back to form a two way threshold ramp.

Length
1000mm
2250mm
3000mm

For more information and technical data sheet for the
full range of Raven Product please call the office or visit.
WWW.RAVEN.AU
For Pre-Pack options for your stores please call to discuss
what we can offer.

